LEGAL
ADVISORS

LAWYERS WHO REALLY
HELP

SMART. EASY. MODERN

LEX BOREALIS
Legal advisors

What do clients usually expect from lawyers? To propose the best
solution for the issues that they have encountered. This can only be
done once several criteria are met simultaneously: from the excellent
qualifications of the legal counsel and efficient teamwork to
understanding of the business goals of the client.

Partners

Kirill
Buryakov
Partner

We offer our clients:
- business approach;
- excellent team: the best Russian university graduates, who previously
worked for international law firms and Russian businesses and are
fluent in English;
- IT-efficient workflow: we apply our own dedicated IT solutions that
enable us to optimize the technical work and promptly deal with large
quantities of data;
- affordable prices: we do not charge extra for our “brand”;
- different practice areas;
- experience: we established the firm more than 10 years ago and
constantly adapt to changes in the legal and economic environment.
We would be delighted to meet your expectations of lawyers. We look
forward to working with you!

Mikhail
Muradov
Partner

Dmitry
Ponomarev
Partner

Olga
Chaykovskaya
Partner

Lex Borealis Team
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and deliver in-depth answers to all
issues.
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Deputy CEO, Nobel Biocare Russia

…high quality legal services are
provided on time and in accordance with our most stringent
requirements. We appreciate in
particular their support in attracting funds for the construction of
the electrical and telecommunications networks at Skolkovo Innovation Center.

S.A. Ivanchenko
CEO, ODAS Skolkovo LLC
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PRACTICES
Real estate and construction

Feedback

REAL ESTATE AND
CONSTRUCTION

We intend to engage Lex Borealis
for future construction projects.

E.P. Gordeev
CEO, Highway Constructions LLC

The Real Estate and Construction Practice is one of our key practices. We
successfully support real estate transactions (the acquisition of industrial
complexes, office buildings, shopping centers, land); secured transactions with real
estate, lease transactions for retail and office space and warehouse premises, and
also land.

We also support construction projects at every stage of implementation, including
greenfield

and

brownfield

projects,

both

in

respect

of

residential

and

non-residential facilities.

We advise property developers on how to apply legislation on participation in joint
construction, including cases where investors and municipalities act as co-financing
participants. We also have extensive experience of working with apartments and

Lex
Borealis
delivered
a
well-structured report on 38
companies of A-101 Group at short
notice
notwithstanding
the
challenging timeframe.

understand the specifics of such properties.
P.G. Antonov
Vice-President for Legal Affairs, Inteco JSC
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PRACTICES
Real estate and construction

JSC

We conducted the legal due diligence of a land plot

We advised on a retainer basis several construction

regarding the acquisition of the A-101 group of

and unfinished construction project located in

companies

companies, including 38 companies that owned

Sverdlovsk Region and designated for the siting of

Constructions LLC, Manyanya LLC and others). As

residential and non-residential facilities and land

a truck service center for Volvo Vostok CJSC.

part of the retainer services, we represent the

We

provided

legal

support

for

Inteco

(Gazstroyinzhiniring

LLC,

Highway

plots set aside for construction, over a total area of

clients in court in disputes with contractors and

more than 24 million sq.m. in Moscow and Moscow

construction clients, support the conclusion of

Region. We conducted a detailed due diligence to

loan agreements with banks and the drafting of
bank

assess all corporate, tax and compliance risks,

guarantees,

advise

on

procurement

We provided legal support during the construction

procedures, assist with appeals against the illegal

and development of Skolkovo Innovation Center,

actions of state clients. We drafted the standard

including the drafting and negotiation of investment

forms of contractor agreements, contracts on the

agreements, investment property lease agreements,

supply of materials, sale and purchase agreements

engineering

contracts,

for several construction companies. We also advise

We drafted the technical position and participated

construction contracts based on various contract

the construction companies on issues pertaining to

in the preparation of procedural documents from

models, including EPC (Engineering, Procurement

the receipt of a certificate of a self-regulating

the

and

(Engineering,

organization, compliance with industrial safety,

represent a foreign contractor Iberdrola Ingeniería

Procurement, Construction Management), FIDIC

occupational health and safety requirements and

y Construcción at the International Chamber of

contracts, and also open book, cost plus, etc., fee

other requirements.

Commerce (Paris) in a dispute with OGK-5 OJSC

development contracts and other agreements for the

under the EPC Contract for the construction of the

construction

new power-generating unit at Sredneuralsk State

Innovation Center, including Skolkovo Technopark,

District Power Plant.

the residential districts of Skolkovo Innovation Center,

structured and supported the deal.

perspective

of

Russian

law

required

to

major

survey

Construction)

of

and

and

different

engineering

planning

EPCM

facilities

installations,

at

Skolkovo

backbone

and

distribution networks, other infrastructure facilities
and the multi-functional complex Skolkovo City.
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DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Lex
Borealis
regularly
and
successfully
represents
our
interests with the state and
municipal authorities and our
business partners. We recommend
Lex Borealis as a team with
outstanding expertise.

Representing the interests of legal entities and individuals during the resolution of
economic disputes is one of our main areas of work.

S.V. Shumkin
CEO, Novie Vskhody CJSC

We help clients analyze the situation and elaborate the optimal defense strategy, assist
with the preparation of claims and the pre-trial settlement of a dispute, represent the
interests of clients at all stages of court proceedings in any court, and support
enforcement proceedings. Our lawyers have considerable experience of disputes on
the early termination of a lease agreement in connection with the non-payment of
lease payments, as well as disputes arising from contractor agreements, inter alia as a
result of the undue performance of work, breach of deadlines, etc.

Our team successfully conducts cases in commercial courts and courts of general
jurisdiction at the ICAC, the Arbitration Court of Moscow Construction Companies and
other arbitration tribunals. In terms of geographic footprint, we have conducted cases
in Moscow and Moscow Region, Volgograd, Sochi, St. Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod,

Due to outstanding work by Lex
Borealis, our company was refunded
in excess of RUB 150 million in VAT
unjustiﬁably withheld on imported
medical equipment. The lawyers of
Lex Borealis successfully challenged
the unlawful actions of the tax
authorities in all courts, including in
the Supreme Commercial Court.”

Belgorod, Novosibirsk, Yakutia, Irkutsk, and other Russian cities and regions.
Tatiana Meshkova
Deputy CEO, Nobel Biocare Russia
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PRACTICES
DISUPTE RESOLUTION

We recovered over RUB 60 million for Torgovy

We handled over 60 lawsuits for VEB-Invest LLC, a

We recovered debts for Nobel Biocare Russia, the

Kvartal - Novosibirsk LLC in a dispute with the

subsidiary of Russian State Corporation Bank for

Russian

contractor regarding the acceptance of works that

Development

manufacturer

had not actually been performed.

(Vnesheconombank) and its group of companies,

restorative dentistry and dental equipment (over

including on corporate, land, and tax disputes and

50 cases simultaneously), with a 95% success rate.

and

Foreign

Economic

Affairs

subsidiary
of

of

a

innovative

leading

global

implant-based

the recovery of debts, disputes arising from
construction contracts, disputes with customers

TH Gold Domes 2000 CJSC

(buyers of houses) and the public authorities, cases
We represented the interests of TH Gold Domes

on the review of the cadastral value, etc.

2000 CJSC in a dispute with the contractor on the
recovery of debt of more than RUB 300 million.
The lawsuit initiated by the contractor was
dismissed due to violation of quality standards
related to the construction of a gated estate.
We

prepared

the

technical

position

and

participated in the preparation of procedural
documents
The developer of a gated estate
We successfully represented the interests of the
developer of a gated estate in a class action against
more

than

30

claimants

for

the

recovery

of

approximately RUB 40 million though a proportionate
reduction in the purchase price of the properties and
land plots and the recovery of non-pecuniary damages.

7

from

a

Russian

law

perspective

required to represent the foreign contractor
Iberdrola

Ingeniería

y

Construcción

at

the

International Chamber of Commerce (Paris) in a
dispute with OGK-5 OJSC under the EPC for the
construction of a new power-generating unit at
Sredneuralsk State District Power Plant. The
parties concluded an amicable agreement.
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PRACTICES
Mass proceedings

Feedback

MASS
PROCEEDNIGS
Our firm has developed a unique way of working with numerous similar claims. We

…thanks to the assistance of Lex
Borealis, we won more than 50
cases related to hostile takeovers,
challenges over the alienation of
real estate, and the annulment of
the decisions of the oﬃce of the
public prosecutor and the tax
authorities.

help companies that have attracted the increased attention of the administrative
authorities reduce potential losses that might run into million-rouble fines.

S.V. Shumkin
CEO, Novie Vskhody CJSC

We have developed special software that can be used to generate a variety of
procedural documents in respect of similar complaints, whether these are
administrative penalties or the recovery of debts from contractors, thereby
reducing significantly the time spent on the preparation of documents, and,
consequently, on the cost of legal services. Thanks to this innovative approach, we
have managed not only to win hundreds of lawsuits and save millions of roubles for
our clients, but also to protect customers from the unreasonable requests of the
state authorities.
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Mass proceedings

Major Russian agricultural manufacturer
We successfully represented a major Russian

We recovered damages for Nobel Biocare Russia,

We provided legal support for Praxair, a leading

agricultural manufacturer in disputes with the law

the

global

global supplier of atmospheric, technical and

enforcement authorities (the prosecutor’s office)

manufacturer

implant-based

special gases and producers of air separation

on compliance with land and environmental

restorative dentistry and dental equipment, from

plants,

regulations,

its counterparties (simultaneously handling over

SIBUR-Russian Tyres of shares in Volzhsky Azot, an

50 cases), with 95% success rate.

industrial and packaged gas business in Volgograd

subsequent

administrative

proceedings (over 30 cases) and a subsequent

Russian

subsidiary
of

of

a

leading

innovative

court challenge of the imposed fines. All the

regarding

the

acquisition

from

Region.

imposed fines exceeding RUB 7 million were
canceled, while the court decisions were upheld by
the courts of appeal and cassation.

Major Russian agricultural landowner
We successfully represented a major Russian

Utilities services operators
We

represented

utilities

service

operators

agricultural landowner with the law enforcement

We represented VEB-Invest LLC, a subsidiary of

authorities (the prosecutor’s office), the state and

Russian State Corporation Bank for Development

municipal

and

contesting several hundred acts issued by the

compliance

control
with

authorities

on

Foreign

Economic

Affairs

(Vnesheconombank)

administrative authorities. Over 70 percent of acts

regulations,

administrative

contractor for an amount of over RUB 500 million.

for more than RUB 6 million were canceled.

proceedings (over 15 cases) and the subsequent

Handling over 40 lawsuits for VEB-Invest LLC,

court challenge against the imposed fines. All the

including corporate disputes, the recovery of debt,

imposed fines exceeding RUB 3 million were

contract disputes, etc.

the

and

disputes

environmental

in

land

in

subsequent

in

a

dispute

with

the

canceled, while the court decisions were upheld by
the courts of appeal and cassation.
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CORPORATE LAW,
M&A, JOINT VENTURES

Lex Borealis regularly advises us
on issues of civil, employment,
corporate and administrative law.
S.A. Ivanchenko
CEO, ODAS Skolkovo LLC

We advise clients on the purchase or sale of businesses, the establishment of joint
ventures and withdrawal from JVs, assist them with the establishment and
restructuring of groups of companies. We help them determine and subsequently
implement the optimal transaction structure either under Russian or foreign law.

We provide full-scope legal buy side and vendor due diligence services that make it
possible to obtain a full picture of the business and prepare a successful negotiating
strategy.

We advise clients on a regular basis on various aspects of corporate law - from the
preparation and holding of meetings of the management bodies up to and including
analysis of existing corporate structures and procedures, with the subsequent
restructuring of group companies. Where necessary, we can prepare the

Owing to excellent teamwork, in
addition
to
the
exceptional
business acumen of Lex Borealis,
we were able to promptly address
the identiﬁed risks, prepare the
most favorable deal structure and
close the deal notwithstanding the
challenging timeframe.
We appreciate the high-quality
advice and attention to detail.

documents required by legislation for the antimonopoly authorities.
P.G. Antonov
Vice-President for Legal Affairs, Inteco JSC
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ПРАКТИКИ
Корпоратичное право

We advised Russian Regional Development Bank

We

company

We advised the Swedish fund 11 Real Asset Fund

OJSC on the acquisition of 19% of Rusenergo Fund,

Epidbiomed, on the establishment of a joint

AB on the sale of a Russian company owning a

which owns shares in companies operating in

venture with RUSNANO OJSC for the construction

development project in Moscow for an estimated

Russia’s fuel and energy sector, for more than EUR

of a production plant of nanotechnology-based

USD 15 million.

1 billion.

products, with investments of up to RUB 4 billion.

advised

Russian

biotechnology

Joint venture for the exploration, discovery and

Joint venture for the management

development of ﬁelds at Shonsk

and development of a restaurant chain

We advised the client on the establishment of a

We advised Praxair, a leading global supplier of

We structured and provided legal support for the

joint venture for the exploration, discovery and

atmospheric, technical and special gases and

establishment

joint development of oil and/or gas fields at

producer

the

management and development of a restaurant

Shonsk, Irkutsk Region, with investments of up to

acquisition from SIBUR-Russian Tyres of 100% of

chain between an international restaurant holding

USD 20 million.

the shares in Volzhsky Azot plant, an industrial and

that owns more than 100 restaurants, and a

packaged gas business in Volgograd Region. We

Russian

also

investments amounted to approximately USD 10

provided

comprehensive

legal

air

conducted

diligence.

We

of

separation

a

plants,

corresponding

on

legal

due

chain

of

of

a

joint

chill-out

venture

for

restaurants.

the

Initial

million.

support

regarding the sale of 70% of the shares in one of
Ukraine’s leading retailers Brocard to one of
Russia’s biggest perfumery and beauty chains
L’Etoile for approximately EUR 200 million; we also
advised on corporate governance issues.
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REGULAR
ONGOING ADVICE
We offer retainer services to companies, which prefer communicating with a
professional legal team consisting of experts in various fields. Combining our

We appreciate Lex Borealis for the
ﬁrm’s careful attention to our
concerns, ability to perform a
rapid risk assessment and ﬁnd
solutions for all issues.

Maria Yarinova
Marketing Manager, Hill’s Pet Nutrition LLC

knowledge of the actual state of affairs at corporate clients with our extensive
experience of resolving various business problems, our employees enable clients to
conduct business effectively in accordance with Russian legislation.

...Lex Borealis advises us on
miscellaneous legal issues, for
example, due diligence of different
projects, risk mitigation, M&A, real
estate deals, IP issues, etc.

S.P. Ezhova
Financial Director,11 Invest LLC
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PRACTICES
Regular ongoing advice

11 Real Asset Fund AB – group of Swedish

Russian subsidiary of American HR software and

Construction companies (Gazstroyinzhiniring LLC,

investment funds investing in Russian real estate:

services provider NGA Human Resources:

Highway Constructions LLC, Manyanya LLC, etc.):

-

-

sale of real estate properties located in

different

Russian

cities

(Moscow,

Sochi,

advice

termination

on

of

the

preparation

employment

relations

and

-

with

agreements, supply contracts, sale and purchase

drafting

of

standard

contractor

Ekaterinburg, Kaliningrad and others);

employees and directors, amendments to working

agreements;

-

conditions, and also on other issues of labor law;

-

representation of the interests of the

-

client

in

arrangement

implementation

of

of

financing

development

for

the

projects,

advice on issues of compliance with the

including approval of credit documentation, the

requirements

registration of pledges and the drafting of other

legislation; and

-

financial documents;

-

drafting

-

of

personal

data

protection

performance of contractual work.

preparation of the corporate decisions

disputes

with

contractors

and

construction clients in courts;
advice to contractors on the issues of
the

certificates

of

self-regulating

organizations, compliance with industrial and

and internal regulations of group companies;

occupational health and safety requirements and

-

other requirements in the construction and real

legal support for the restructuring of

Russian companies, support for transactions with

estate sectors;

equity interests and shares in Russian companies;

Hill's Pet Nutrition LLC – Russian division of

-

-

performance of contractual work; and

Colgate-Palmolive, a top 5 provider of nutritional

procurement procedures, assistance with appeals

-

representation of the interests of group

products for pets in Russia:

against the unlawful actions of state clients; and

-

advice on advertising and antitrust laws;

-

-

performance of contractual work; and

agreements with banks and the issue of bank

-

advice

guarantees.

companies in courts.

on

protection

of

intellectual

legal

support

with

participation

in

legal support with the conclusion of loan

property.
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MINING

Excellent
expertise
and
outstanding business sense enable
the
Lex
Borealis
team
to
effectively tackle all the issues that
our company faces.

Olga Grishakova

Our specialists have accumulated years of experience regarding exploration and

CEO,Gazstroyinzhiniring LLC

mining, and advise companies on a number of different issues: from the receipt of
mining licenses to the conclusion of license agreements and the delivery of the
extracted minerals. Our team advises clients on the registration of rights to mineral
deposits, and also carries out legal due diligence regarding compliance with subsoil
license agreements and legal requirements by the users of the deposits, and
assesses the risk that licenses might be suspended or revoked.

Our lawyers have practical experience of handling relations and concluding
transactions regarding the exploration, production and purchase of precious metals
and stones in African countries (Tanzania, Sierra Leone, Congo Republic).
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Mining

Gold mining companies

Investor in Africa

We conducted the legal pre-IPO due diligence of

We assisted the client on how to pool the assets of

We conducted a legal due diligence, inter alia, we

title to mining assets at the Kingash sulfide, cobalt,

gold mining companies and provided support

advised the investor on acquisitions, sales, how to

copper and nickel ore deposit, including PGM and

during their sale to a leading gold manufacturer

establish joint ventures and how to protect the

gold

operating in Russia and Kazakhstan. We assisted

assets of the company owning licenses, and

porphyry copper deposit on behalf of Intergeo

with

provided ongoing legal support.

MMC Ltd. owned by top 100 Forbes Russian

diligence, drafted and negotiated the terms and

businessman

conditions of the sale, including sale agreements

(Krasnoyarsk

Territory)

Mikhail

and

Prokhorov,

Ak-Sugsk

which

consolidates the mining assets of ONEXIM Group.

the

performance

of

the

buy-side

due

under English and Kazakhstani laws, agreements
on the issue of credit notes, the shareholders'

Joint development of ﬁelds at Shonsk

agreement and investment agreement.

Russian company
We advised a Russian company on the registration

We advised the client on the establishment of a

of title to a common mineral deposit in Moscow

joint venture for the exploration, discovery and

Region.

joint development of oil and/or gas fields at
Shonsk, Irkutsk Region with investments of up to
USD 20 million.
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BANKING & FINANCE

Lex Borealis assists us in all
procedures
related
to
the
arrangement
of
funds.
We
recommend Lex Borealis as a team
of highly skilled professionals.

S.V. Shumkin

The lawyers of our banking practice advise clients on all debt financing issues,

CEO, Novie Vskhody CJSC

including structuring, security for obligations, debt refinancing and restructuring.
We draft all the necessary documents, including loan and credit facility agreements,
analyze the composition and structure of liabilities, and draft recommendations on
the most effective way to protect the client’s interests. Drawing on accumulated
experience of representing borrowers, knowledge of the negotiating techniques of
the leading banks and top real estate professionals, we are able to develop the best
corporate restructuring strategies for companies with significant real estate assets.

We also offer support to clients on a range of other issues related to trade finance,
the conclusion and execution of futures transactions, factoring agreements and the
completion of settlements.

We highly appreciate the expertise
of
Lex
Borealis,
extensive
knowledge of Russian law and
ability to quickly assess the risks
and offer the best solution.

V.G. Nesterenko
CEO, Nearmedic Plus LLC
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Banking & ﬁnancing

We represented Sberbank OJSC in the structuring

We advised the Russian pharmaceutical company

We supported debt restructuring in the amount of

of a deal on the financing of a Russian industrial

Nearmedic on loan agreements to finance the acquisition

USD 45 million backed by a pledge between

holding,

of shares from RUSNANO OJSC in a project company

foreign investment fund Fleming Family & Partners

manufacturing nanotechnology-based medical products.

and Russian developer, to finance the construction

including

analysis

of

the

corporate

structure, the due diligence of the liabilities of the
potential debtor, the preparation of a report and
recommendations

on

collateral-related

of a warehouse complex in Moscow Region.

issues

under Russian and foreign legislation.
Major Russian real estate holding

Developer of one of Europe’s largest
diamond deposits
Major petrochemical holding

We advised a major Russian real estate holding on

We assisted with the arrangement of a major

the restructuring of a package loan of about USD

We advised a major petrochemical holding on the

syndicated loan (issue of credit notes) from foreign

100 million, including the holding of negotiations

drafting

documentation

banks on behalf of the borrower, a company

with the lending banks on extending existing loans,

required for the provision of lines of credit and on

developing one of Europe’s largest diamond

the development of arrangements for collateral,

the relevant security for a limit of up to RUB 12.5

deposits.

the structuring and closing of transactions.

of

the

cross-border

billion from Bank VTB OJSC and MDM-Bank OJSC.
Major Russian real estate holding
We represented a major Russian real estate holding
in
FH Holding Moscow Limited
We advised FH Holding Moscow Limited on the

discussions

with

lending

banks

on

the

restructuring of RUB 2.7 billion in debt secured by
securities, real estate and other assets.

documentation required for a loan of about USD
40 million from Raiffeisenbank CJSC.
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BANKRUPTCY
& INSOLVENCY
We have extensive experience of protecting the interests of both creditors and
debtors in bankruptcy proceedings.

Excellent expertise and outstanding
business sense enable the Lex
Borealis team to effectively tackle all
the issues that our company faces.

Olga Grishakova
CEO,Gazstroyinzhiniring LLC

We represent clients in relations with the receiver and successfully challenge in
courts illegal transactions concluded for asset stripping purposes. We offer various
debt restructuring options in order to achieve a mutually beneficial outcome for the
creditor and the debtor. Our lawyers are also ready to defend the interests of the
chief executive officers of the debtor companies if they are held secondarily liable.
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Bankruptcy & insolvency

Uniﬁed Investments Ltd

Former CEO of the debtor company

We successfully represented the British company

We represented the lender, Gazstroyinzhiniring

We successfully represented the former chief

Unified Investments Ltd in all courts in disputes

LLC, in a dispute with the bankruptcy trustee on

executive officer in a dispute with the bankruptcy

with the bankruptcy trustee in respect of a loan

invalidation of an agreement on the sale of an

trustee on vicarious liability for the amount of more

agreement for GBP 3 million (within the framework

asphalt

of

than RUB 130 million for violating the obligation to

of the bankruptcy proceedings of the borrower).

counterclaims that the agreement was dubious

transfer the accounting records to the provisional

and preferential. As a result, we enabled the client

administrator and filing a court application for the

to recover its title to the plant.

recognition of the company as bankrupt.

Creditor

Minority shareholders

bankruptcy scheme, and the company's officers

We assisted a creditor, which had not been

We defended the minority shareholders and the

were duly prosecuted.

included in the creditor claims’ register, with the

Russian Federation (represented by the Federal

preparation of a statement on the vicarious liability

Agency for State Property Management), within

of the previous and current directors of the debtor,

the framework of the bankruptcy proceedings of a

representing

company owning real estate in Moscow Region.

Creditor

concrete

plant

and

the

offset

We represented the creditor within the framework
of

the

bankruptcy

proceedings

of

a

state

agricultural holding. We identified a deliberate

Major lumber producer

the

lender

in

the

bankruptcy

proceedings.

We represented the debtor, a major lumber producer,
within the framework of the bankruptcy proceedings.

Controlling bodies of the debtor
We facilitated the adoption of a majority vote at
the creditors' meeting for the controlling bodies of
the debtor and completion of the supervision stage
as part of the bankruptcy proceedings.
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PRACTICES
Labor law

Feedback

LABOR LAW

Lex Borealis advises us on a
regular basis on civil, employment,
corporate and administrative law.

S.A. Ivanchenko
CEO, ODAS Skolkovo LLC

We advise clients on various labor law issues - from general provisions and the
preparation of core documents (employment contracts, internal regulations) to the
drafting of a strategy for handling labor disputes.

We represent the interests of both employers and top management, helping them
to duly formalize understandings on working conditions, bonuses, liability and
termination of employment relations.

Excellent expertise and outstanding
business sense enable the Lex
Borealis team to effectively tackle
all the issues that our company
faces. We are grateful to Lex
Borealis for their support and
recommend them as a reliable legal
advisor on issues of dispute
resolution, real estate, construction,
public sector and employment law.

Olga Grishakova
CEO, Gazstroyinzhiniring LLC
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PRACTICES
Labor law

We reviewed the internal regulations of Nobel

We advised on a regular basis the Russian

We advised Unified Design and Construction

Biocare Russia, the Russian subsidiary of a leading

subsidiary of the American HR software and

Directorate of the New Technologies Development

global manufacturer of innovative implant-based

services provider NGA Human Resources on

and Commercialization Center LLC (Skolkovo

restorative dentistry and dental equipment. We

Russian employment regulations.

Innovation Center) on labor law issues and the

handled several disputes with employees of behalf

drafting of the relevant legal opinions.

of the company in respect of regional coefficients.
We

structured

the

document

management

process.

CEO of one of the biggest investment companies
We represented the chief executive officer of one
We drafted internal regulations for the Russian

of the biggest investment companies in a dispute

construction company Gazstroyinzhiniring LLC

on the termination of the employment contract,

(employment policies and procedures, standard

advising on the payment of a golden parachute,

employment contract, regulations on occupational

the exercise of share options and the sale of shares

health and safety, etc.), including the drafting of

in the company.

document management rules in the area of
employment, advice on labor and corporate law.
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PRACTICES
Intellectual property

Feedback

INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY
We advise clients on a variety of issues on the protection of intellectual property,

Lex Borealis helps us resolve all
corporate issues and protect our
intellectual property, and represents
the company in courts and with the
controlling authorities.
We are delighted to recommend
Lex Borealis as an experienced and
highly professional team of lawyers!

including the drafting of practical recommendations on how to protect
designations that have not been registered, being used as means of identification.

Tatiana Meshkova

We register trademarks for companies in various sectors of the economy.

Deputy CEO, Nobel Biocare Russia

We offer legal support for hi-tech start-ups, structuring contracts to maximize
protection of the interests of founders and users (including the drafting of the user
agreement, engagement contracts, representation in court disputes on the
infringement of intellectual property rights, etc.).

…Lex Borealis has been providing
legal support for more than two
years, including advice on contracts,
issues regarding the law on advertising, antitrust requirements, the
protection of intellectual property,
personal data and other legal issues.
We recommend Lex Borealis to
everyone seeking legal support.

Maria Yarinova
Marketing Manager, Hill’s Pet Nutrition LLC
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PRACTICES
Intellectual property

We advised the premium chocolate manufacturer

We drafted a model distribution agreement for

We represented a department of Russian Venture

French Kiss on the assignment and registration of

Diva LLC, a Russian distributor of apparel and

Company OJSC during the conclusion of a license

the trademarks of group companies.

accessories.

patent agreement for the production of cancer
drugs with a foreign pharmaceutical company.

Altimo Caputo s.r.l.
We

provided

legal

support

for

Italian

food

We advised Nobel Biocare Russia, the Russian

manufacturer Altimo Caputo s.r.l., including the

subsidiary of a leading global manufacturer of

state registration of a trademark in Russia.

innovative implant-based restorative dentistry and
dental

equipment,

on

its

IP

registration of intellectual property.

strategy

and
Russian hi-tech start-up
We

registered

the

trademarks

and

drafted

standard documents for a Russian hi-tech start-up,
including

the

standard

user

agreement,

engagement contracts.
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PARTNERS
Kirill Buryakov

CV

KIRILL BURYAKOV
PARTNER

Education:
PG course at the Faculty of
Law of Moscow State University,
2008
Law Degree, Russian
Presidential Academy of National

Kirill represents the interests of Russian and foreign companies in court, provides
legal support for real estate transactions and PPP projects, and advises on other
areas of Russian law.

Practices
Dispute Resolution

Economy and Public Administration
(Volgograd Branch), 2005
Economic Degree, Volgograd
State Technical University, 2005

Languages:
Kirill speaks fluent English

Real Estate and Construction
Corporate Law, M&A, Joint Ventures
Public Private Partnership (PPP)
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PARTNERS
Kirill Buryakov

Representing the interests of VEB-Invest LLC, a

Advising the Swedish real estate investment fund 11

Providing legal support during the construction

subsidiary of the Russian State Corporation Bank

Real Asset Fund AB and its subsidiaries on all deals

and development of Skolkovo Innovation Center,

for Development and Foreign Economic Affairs

related to investments in Russian real estate located

including

(Vnesheconombank),

in different cities: Moscow, Sochi, Ekaterinburg,

investment agreements, investment property lease

contractor arising from the contractor agreement

Kaliningrad,

the

agreements, engineering survey and planning

for the amount of more than RUB 500 million. We

arrangement of financing for the development

contracts, construction contracts based on various

handled simultaneously… the recovery of accounts

projects of the group, including the negotiation of

contract models, including EPC (Engineering,

receivable, disputes arising from construction

credit

Procurement

contracts, disputes with customers (buyers of

mortgages and other financial documents

in

a

dispute

with

the

etc.

We

documentation,

also

assisted

the

with

registration

of

the

(Engineering,

drafting

and

and

negotiation

Construction)

Procurement,

and

of

EPCM

Construction

houses) and the public authorities, cases on the

Management), FIDIC contracts, and also open

review of the cadastral value, etc.

book, cost plus, etc.), fee development contracts
and other agreements for the construction of
different facilities at Skolkovo Innovation Center,
Conducting the legal pre-IPO due diligence of title

including Skolkovo Technopark, the residential

to mining assets at the Kingash sulfide, cobalt,

districts of Skolkovo Innovation Center, major

Advising the Russian biotechnology company

copper and nickel ore deposit, including PGM and

engineering

Epidbiomed, on the establishment of a joint

gold

distribution networks, other infrastructure facilities

venture with RUSNANO OJSC for the construction

porphyry copper deposit on behalf of Intergeo

of a production plant of nanotechnology-based

MMC Ltd. Owned by Russian businessman Mikhail

products, with investments of up to RUB 4 billion.

Prokhorov (listed in the Forbes top 100), Intergeo

(Krasnoyarsk

Territory)

and

Ak-Sugsk

installations,

backbone

and

and the multi-functional complex Skolkovo City.
Uniﬁed Investments Ltd

consolidates the mining assets of ONEXIM Group.
Successfully representing the British company
Unified Investments Ltd in all courts in disputes
with the bankruptcy trustee in respect of a loan
agreement for GBP 3 million (within the framework
of the bankruptcy proceedings of the borrower).
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Mikhail Muradov

CV

MIKHAIL MURADOV
PARTNER

Education:
Law Degree, Moscow State
University, 2007

Languages:
Mikhail specializes in legal support for real estate and M&A transactions, represents

Mikhail speaks fluent English

Russian and foreign companies in state courts and advises on other areas of Russian
law.

Practices
Real Estate and Construction
Dispute Resolution
Corporate Law, M&A, Joint Ventures
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PARTNERS
Mikhail Muradov

Consortium of banks and mezzanine investors
Drafting the legal opinion for a consortium of

Preparing the technical position and participated

Conducting the legal pre-IPO due diligence of title

banks and mezzanine investors on whether three

in the preparation of procedural documents from a

to mining assets at the Kingash sulfide, cobalt,

residential development projects over a total area

Russian law perspective required to represent the

copper and nickel ore deposit, including PGM and

of 800,000 sq.m. located in Moscow and Moscow

foreign

gold

Region could serve as collateral, as part of a

Construcción at the International Chamber of

porphyry copper deposit on behalf of Intergeo

project to enable the property developer to raise

Commerce (Paris) in a dispute with OGK-5 OJSC

MMC Ltd. Owned by Russian businessman Mikhail

the finance required to build the assets.

under the EPC for the construction of a new

Prokhorov (listed in the Forbes top 100), Intergeo

assignment included a legal due diligence of the

power-generating

consolidates the mining assets of ONEXIM Group

developer’s title to the real estate properties and a

District Power Plant. The parties concluded an

review

amicable agreement.

of

compliance

with

the

terms

The

and

contractor

Iberdrola

unit

at

Ingeniería

Sredneuralsk

y

State

(Krasnoyarsk

Territory)

and

Ak-Sugsk

conditions of investment agreements with the
Russian Federation and the City of Moscow, and
also analysis and recommendations on how to

Advising Russian Regional Development Bank

modify the structure of pledges and arrangements

Providing legal support

for Praxair, a leading

OJSC on the acquisition of 19% of Rusenergo Fund,

for the sale of the flats.

global supplier of atmospheric, technical and

which owns shares in companies operating in

special gases and producers of air separation

Russia’s fuel and energy sector, for more than EUR

plants,

1 billion.

Uniﬁed Investments Ltd

regarding

the

acquisition

from

SIBUR-Russian Tyres of shares in Volzhsky Azot, an

Successfully representing the British company

industrial and packaged gas business in Volgograd

Unified Investments Ltd in all courts in disputes

Region.

with the bankruptcy trustee in respect of a loan
agreement for GBP 3 million (within the framework
of the bankruptcy proceedings of the borrower).
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Dmitry Ponomarev

CV

DMITRY PONOMAREV
PARTNER

Education:
Law Degree, Moscow State
University, 1999
PG Course, the Law School of
the Institute of Legislation and

Dmitry specializes in out-of-court dispute resolution, commercial litigation and
arbitration. He also advises start-ups and major companies on business processing

Comparative Law with the
Government of the Russian
Federation, 2001

engineering issues.
Languages:
Dmitry speaks fluent English

Practices
Dispute Resolution
Mass Proceedings
Corporate Law, M&A, Joint Ventures
Mining
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Dmitry Ponomarev

Investor in Africa

Utilites services operators

Conducting a legal due diligence, including advice

Representing utilities service operators contesting

Recovering debts for Nobel Biocare Russia, the

on acquisitions, sales, the establishment of joint

several hundred acts issued by the administrative

Russian

ventures, legal support for current operations,

authorities. Over 70 percent of the acts for more

manufacturer

asset protection for a company owning licenses for

than RUB 6 million were canceled.

restorative dentistry and dental equipment, (over

subsidiary
of

of

a

innovative

leading

global

implant-based

50 cases simultaneously), with a 95% success rate.

the exploration, production and acquisition of
precious metals and stones in African countries
(Tanzania, Sierra Leone and Republic of Congo).

Major Russian agricultural landowner
Successfully

Major Russian agricultural manufacturer

representing

a

major

Russian

agricultural landowner with the law enforcement
Successfully

representing

a

major

Russian

authorities (the prosecutor’s office), the state and

agricultural manufacturer in disputes with the law

municipal

enforcement authorities (the prosecutor’s office)

compliance

on compliance with land and environmental

regulations,

regulations,

administrative

proceedings (over 15 cases) and the subsequent

proceedings (over 30 cases) and a subsequent

court challenge against the imposed fines. All the

court challenge of the imposed fines. All the

imposed fines exceeding RUB 3 million were

imposed fines exceeding RUB 7 million were

canceled, while the court decisions were upheld by

canceled, while the court decisions were upheld by

the courts of appeal and cassation.

subsequent

control
with
in

the

authorities
land

in

and

subsequent

disputes

on

environmental
administrative

the courts of appeal and cassation.
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Olga Chaykovskaya

CV

OLGA CHAYKOVSKAYA
PARTNER

Olga specializes in legal support for real estate transactions, property development
and construction projects, and advises clients on land law issues and town-planning

Education:
Law Degree, Higher School of
Economics, 2008

Languages:
Olga speaks fluent English and
German

requirements. Olga also advises clients on M&A transactions and the establishment
of joint ventures, and represents clients in disputes between shareholders.

Practices
Real Estate and Construction
Corporate Law, M&A, Joint Ventures
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Olga Chaykovskaya

Major Russian developer

Support for Inteco during an acquisition

Leading European automotive components
manufacturer

Representing the interests of a major Russian

Providing legal support for Inteco during the

Providing legal support for a JV with a Russian

developer during the conclusion of a preliminary

acquisition of the A-101 group of companies,

partner in a special economic zone for the

lease agreement with a major American company

including

construction of an automotive components part

for more than 7,000 sq.m. of office space in an

complexes, non-residential buildings and land

and further distribution of the JV’s products.

office center being built in Moscow Region.

plots in Moscow and Moscow Region over a total

We

area of 24 million sq.m. We conducted a full-scope

including the full set of construction documents

legal due diligence of all the companies and their

(EPC Contract) for the automotive components

related assets on a number of issues, including

plant. Planned investments in construction equaled

corporate

approximately USD 15 million.

International food supplement company
Providing

legal

support

for

an

international

38

and

companies

tax

risks,

owning

residential

compliance

with

manufacturer of food supplements regarding the

town-planning and other regulations, and the

purchase of an office building in Moscow region

structuring of the transaction.

with a total area of 4,500 sq.m.

the

transaction

documents,

PPP project
Providing advice and legal support on a PPP

Leading German banking group
Joint development of ﬁelds at Shonsk

negotiated

project

(concession

agreement)

and

the

establishment of a consortium with two Russian
Providing comprehensive legal support for the

partners on perinatal center design, construction

Advising the client on how to establish an

investment project of a leading German banking

and its further technical and medical management

innovative furniture production joint venture in

group regarding the construction of an office

for 25 years.

Russia and on related IP issues.

center with parking lots and further development
in Moscow, with total investments of approximately
USD 42 million.

Acquisition of SU-155
Representing the client’s interests during the
acquisition of the assets of SU-155, including
residential properties and social infrastructure
assets, and prepared the transaction documents in
cooperation with the government of Moscow
Region.
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THANK YOU FOR
YOUR ATTENTION

Moscow, 105120 Russia
Building 2, 10 Nizhnyaya Syromiatnicheskaya
T: +7 (495) 287 42 00
E: info@lexborealis.ru
www.lexborealis.com

